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[] inserted speech LEN lengthening
no feature LOC locative
[cl] closed MCL cluster across morpheme boundary
[nas] nasal MET metathesis
[o] open MOA manner of assimilation
+O voiced obstruent NAS nasalization
⌀ no phonological process O obstruent
first member of a cluster OCL onset cluster
second member of a cluster PhE phonotactic environment
AS adult speech PhP phonological process
BAC backing PL plural
BLE blending POA place of assimilation
C  consonant POSS possessive
CCL coda cluster S sonorant
CDV coda devoicing SCL cluster across syllable boundary
CLC cluster creation SG singular
COA coalescence SHO shortening
CSR child surface representation SIM simplification
DEL deletion SR surface representation
DET determinate SYLL syllable
DIM diminutive UR underlying representation
DIS distortion URS unreleased stop
DN denasalization VA voicing assimilation
DV devoicing V vowel
FOR VOC vocalization
FRO fronting WCL cluster across word boundary
HEI heightening WFC word­final coda
IMP imperative WIO word­initial onset








found  in   the  speech of   six  children  diagnosed with  autistic   spectrum disorder.  The 
purpose of this thesis is threefold: 





















and non­standard  nasal  place  assimilation.  The other   feature   is  voicing  disturbances  (discussed   in 
Section  5.2), i.e. devoicing in unexpected phonotactic environments and voicing assimilation that is 






introduce   the   idea  of   evaluating  autism  from a   linguistic  perspective.  Section  2.1  clarifies   crucial 















autistic   speech   (complete   list   in  Section  8.1).  For   demonstrating   segment   interactions   in  Standard 
Hungarian, a consonant­consonant database for Standard Hungarian is introduced (Section 3.2.2). 
In order to capture the phonological phenomena both in typical and autistic speech, I use the 
Parallel  Structures  Model  of   feature  geometry   (Morén  2003a­b,  2006a­b,  2007a­c,  Youssef  2007). 
Feature   geometry   is   found   to   be   extremely   helpful   in   identifying   speech   sound   errors   and,   thus, 
facilitating necessary language intervention in a principled, theoretically well founded way (Chin and 













Voicing   assimilation   for   obstruents   in   Hungarian   is   described   in  5.1.   The   autistic   voicing 












with   a  wide   range  of   severity   and   involving  multiple  genes,   thus   affecting  various   linguistic   and 
cognitive faculties to differing degrees (Prizant 1983; Wolk and Edwards 1993; Kjelgaard and Tager­
Flusberg 2001). Throughout the thesis, I use the terms 'ASD' and 'autism' interchangeably, by taking 
autism  in   its  broader   sense   to  correspond  to  ASD,   following what   seems   to  be  standard  practice. 






Although described and defined as  a  separate   syndrome already  in   the  40's   (Kanner  1943; 
Kanner 1946; Kanner 1949), autism was not recognized as a mental disorder in the DSM until 1980 








As   mentioned,   inadequate   communication   is   a   defining   characteristic   of   autism   spectrum 
disorder. It is estimated that more than half of the autistic population never learn to use verbal symbols 
(defined in Chapter  2.1) as a means of conveying ideas (thus, fulfill criterion (3a)) (Wing and Ricks 
1975).  For  those who achieve meaningful  communication through language,   inappropriate usage of 


























Language  is  considered   to  be  a   set  of   interconnected  systems  or  principles  underlying  and 
governing   speech   comprehension   and   speech   production.  In   parallel   with   speech   and   language, 





terminology.  Normal  in   today's   jargon   is  typical,   while  (mentally)   retarded,  disabled,  mentally  
challenged and subnormal have all been replaced by cognitively impaired or, more frequently, having a 
learning disability instead. Generally, all these terms refer to the condition of sub­average intelligence, 
i.e.  below­70 IQ.  Finally,  atypical  is  any behavior,  pattern etc.   that  contrasts  with  the  typical  one. 






Disordered   language   research  extensively  builds  on   the  notions  of  developmental   and  non­
developmental  processes.  More specifically,   in  disordered phonology studies,  a  distinction between 




typical  phoneme acquisition,  while  non­developmental  ones  are  often   indicative  of   a  phonological 










By   applying   the   distinction   between   developmental   and   non­developmental   phonological 
processes, onset devoicing is understood as a non­developmental process, since it does not occur in 
typical development. I regard this process to be devoicing even if it might be the case that the subject 
does  not  make   a   phonemic   contrast   between   voiced   and  voiceless   because   I   take   the  underlying 
representation   of   the   phonemic   form   of   the   participants   to   be   identical   to   the   adult   underlying 
representation (cf. Section 3.2).
The terminology of phonological processes is itself an assertion of the existence of the identical 








On   a   related   note,   another   classification   protocol   for   phonological   processes   needs   to   be 












Bowen   (1998)   uses   the   distinction   of   context­insensitive   and   context­sensitive   in   terms   of 
































typically developing children or with  that  of  their  autistic  peers'.  That  means  that   the vocalization 
patterns for each autistic child are unique. 





























distinction  between  meaningful   and  meaningless   echolalia   is  discussed   in  Wing  and  Ricks  1975). 







adult,   since   nuances   and   ambiguities   often   evade   individuals   with   ASD;   moreover,   a   one­to­one 
correspondence between words and denoted entities  is  strongly preferred in  autism (Boucher 1988, 






















utilizes   their  outline.  As  mentioned   earlier   in   this   chapter,   previous   linguistic   approaches   towards 
autism have been primarily behavioristic, which can be seen in the concern for articulation rather than 
for phonology (e.g. Rutter 1965; Frith 1970; Shriberg et al 2001). What was previously classified as 




Articulation  measurement   in   autism by  standardized  articulation   tests  has  been   initiated  by 
Boucher (1976) and continued in subsequent years (Bartolucci et al 1976; Bartolucci et al 1977; Tager­
Flusberg 1981; Boucher 1988). These researchers emphasized the prevalence of 'articulation distortion 
errors'   in   ASD   compared   to   typical   speech   as   well   as   the   speech   of   subjects   with   pervasive 






















groups,   while   in   a   vocabulary   measure   (Peabody   Picture   Vocabulary   Test5)   they   produced 
approximately identical, but still slightly below average results.  Kjelgaard and Tager­Flusberg (2001) 
resolved the asymmetry by claiming that nonsense word repetition does not require rote memory skills, 











(Rapin and Dunn 2003) or  the development of children with learning disabilities  (e.g.  Paul 1987). 
Bartolucci   et   al   (1976)   found   that   autistic   phonological   development   generally   shows   the   same 
landmarks as typical acquisition, although in a slightly delayed fashion. Wing and Ricks (1975) drew a 
parallel between autism and expressive language disorder. 
A   more   fine­grained   approach   was   adopted  by  Tager­Flusberg   (1981).   Besides   noting   that 









Clinical   reports  cited  by Shriberg et  al   (2001)  noted   that   the  perception  of   suprasegmental 
features, such as stress, pitch, rhythm and intonation are often found impaired. Monotonous and flaccid 
voice  quality   appears   to  be  a   feature  of  ASD speech.  Other   controlled   studies,  however,   seem  to 
contradict these observations. Cooper and Curcio (1981) found that higher functioning autistic children 











These  data  warrant  a  new  line  of   investigation,  which   treats  autism as  a   specific   language 
disorder.  Rapin   and  Dunn   (2003)   envisioned   a   new  role   for   phonology   in   the   study  of   language 




goals   (investigations   limited   to   articulation   skills   and   vocabulary),   predominance   of   laboratory­
environments, and a small (perhaps non­representative) sample of participants (for example, Kjelgaard 








individual.  The phonemic  inventory of   the  child  only contains   the front  nasals   /m/  and  /n/   (most 
occurrences in onset positions), but no velar nasal. (The absence of the velar nasal in this particular 
case could be due to two factors, namely that (1) this phoneme does not occur in onset position in 



















































and solely exposed to  the standard variety of Hungarian.  They receive daycare either  at   integrated 
kindergartens or at kindergartens for typically developing children with the specific aim of developing 
their language, communication as well as social skills, participants attend weekly therapeutic sessions 








Due to Kjelgaard and Tager­Flusberg's   (2001)  findings and personal  experience,   I  opted for 































utterances   (Miller   and   Chapman   1981);   therefore   the   findings   at   this   stage   should   be   regarded 
preliminary. 
Zoli's vocabulary contains many holophrases (single word used as a whole phrase, e.g. repülő? 
'airplane?',  meaning  'can we play with the airplane?')  and fossilized expressions (i.e.  elements  that 
always appear together) e.g. add ide 'give it to me' IMP, which he pronounces as if they were one word. 
I   treated   holophrases   and   fossilizations   each   as   one   morpheme.   In   Zoli's   case,   mono­morphemic 
sentences were the most frequent type of utterance (20); as the number of morphemes increased, the 
frequency of the sentence type dropped (16 two­morpheme sentences, 10 three­morpheme sentences, 5 











































five,   six   and  seven morphemes  each   followed  this   (30,  18,  10,  6   and  1  utterance(s)   in   each   type 
respectively),  which results   in  an MLU of 2.59.  This  speech pattern  is  clearly  more complex than 

































































In Section  8.1,   the entries are sorted by phonological process,  phonotactic environment and 
speaker. The underlying representations (UR) of children are regarded identical to the adult ones. In the 
entries,   surface   representation   (SR)   is   only   to   be   filled   out   when   different   from   underlying 
representation (UR),   in   the other cases   left  blank.  In  addition  to  that,   the blending and  truncation 
processes are not transcribed, only the sample and the translation is given. Therefore, I left both the 































(2007 a­c).   In order  to  provide spectral   images  for aforementioned sources,  a database of acoustic 
representation of CC­clusters in Standard Hungarian has been put to use (Olaszy 2007). It is an online 
database, created for the purpose of supplying researchers with representations of words containing 
CC­combinations   uttered   by   two   different   speakers   (male   and   female).   Transcriptions   and   sound 
boundaries   are   already   added   to   each   waveform   and   spectrogram.   Subsequent   illustrations   of 




















According   to   Chin   and   Dinnsen   (1991),   feature   geometry   compares   favorably   with   more 





























Another   method   that   has   been   used   in   characterizing   disordered   phonologies   comes   from 
distinctive feature theories. Distinctive feature theories, such as SPE (from the name 'Sound Pattern of 


























specifications   are   allowed.   Therefore,   SPE   in   itself   is   not   a   sufficient   tool   to   capture   segment 
interactions, such as place assimilations or segment coalescences. 








phoneme.  Features   are   linked   under   the   dominating   root   node   by   association   lines.  Illustration  4 




With   feature   geometries,   representations   of   various   segment   assimilations   and   harmonies 
became possible. Being packed next to each other in a string, these individual bundles of features can 
influence each other. A node dominated by one root node can be associated with another root node as 




Although  feature  geometries  have  been  mainly  employed  for  defining   the  characteristics  of 
standard languages, Chin and Dinnsen (1991) claimed that their application may be extended to the 
description   of   phonological   disorders.   They   demonstrated   the   feasibility   of   internal   hierarchical 







































Morén   follows  Clements   (1991)   in   the  placement  of  vocalic  nodes.  Vocalic  nodes  become 
dependent   on   the   consonantal   nodes,   with   which   place   harmony   asymmetries   are   accounted   for 







level   of   segment   representation.   Feature   unification   proved   to   be   extremely  helpful   in   explaining 
segment   interactions,   alternations,   coalescences   and   harmony   asymmetries,   such   as   high   vowel­


























































I   do  not  make  an  attempt   to   extend  the  phonological   analysis   to   the  processes  of  voicing 
assimilation,   voicing   and   devoicing   (to   be   discussed   in   Chapter  5)   because   voicing   assimilation 
generally poses problems for feature geometries operating with privative features. The dilemma for 



















this  seeming complexity,  nasals are fairly common segments:  approx. 96% of  the languages in  the 
UPSID (UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database,  Maddieson and Precoda 1989) distinguish 
phonemic nasals. 
Nasals   are   also   acquired   early   in   neurotypical   development.   Jakobson   (1941)  was   the   first 
postulating that infants acquire classes of sounds, instead of individual sounds. Jakobson (1941) claims 
that the milestones of acquisition are universal across languages (he was not aware of languages that do 
not  distinguish  nasals  phonemically).  The course  of  acquisition   is  determined by  the  phonological 
universals, i.e. salient features of sounds. Within the Jakobsonian model, the second phonemic contrast 





































UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14
mf ɱf MCL15 som+fa 'wormwood' POA16 
ɲt͡ʃ n̅̄̅t͡ʃ MCL fény+cső 'fluorescent lamp' POA
nv ɱv MCL ken+ve 'it is smeared' POA
nt͡ʃ n̅̄̅t͡ʃ CCL17 nincs 'none' POA





the   exceptions   previously   shown   in  Table   4).   As   the   examples   in  Table   5  illustrate,   the   surface 
representations  of   labial  nasal  +  consonant  clusters  and   the  palatal  nasal  +  consonant  clusters  are 
identical to the underlying representation (the spectrogram for the palatal nasal + velar plosive cluster 
suggests in the first spectral  image of  Illustration 9  that  there might be an incomplete assimilation 
taking place, but the palatal is nevertheless present).
Table 5: Phonemic nasals in Hungarian – labial and palatal
UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14
mj MCL15 korom+ja 'his/her soot' ∅
mk MCL film+klub 'film club' ∅
ɲk ɲ͡ŋk MCL
fény+kép 'photo' ∅













surfaces   unchanged   when   followed   by   a   vowel,   an   alveolar   consonant   or   a   phrase   boundary   (all 
exemplified in Table 6). 
Table 6: Phonemic nasals – alveolar
UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14
n WIO18 nagy 'large' ∅






UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14









UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14
nb mb SCL21 különb+ség 'difference' POA16
nm mː WCL22 van#már 'there is already' POA
nc ɲc CCL17 pinty 'finch' POA


































































and  palatal  consonants   (examples   in  Table  7,   spectrograms  in  Illustration  10,  Illustration  11).  The 









































because   'nasal   coalescence'   captures   the   fact   that   features   of   two   segments   are   retained   and 
simultaneously realized, by forming a single unit on the surface. By conceptualizing the process as a 
merge the two segments, the length of the resulting nasalized vowel is also accounted for (note the 
lengthening of the vowels in the second and third entries of  Table 9).  Table 9  shows three examples 
with   different   phonotactic   environments   (in   coda   cluster,   across   morpheme   and   word   boundary). 
Optionality of nasal coalescence is indicated in the surface representation. 
Table 9: Nasal coalescence in Standard Hungarian (optional)
UR11 SR12 PhE13 Sample Gloss PhP14
aːns aːns / a͠ː s CCL17 elegáns 'elegant' COA24
onh onh / o͠ːh MCL15 ton+hal 'tuna fish' COA





















26 In   the   second  spectrogram of  Illustration  9,   the   front  unrounded  vowel  also   shows signs  of  nasalization   from  the 
following palatal nasal. 
Processes involving nasals 47



















examples   of   nasal   coalescence   in  Table   9.   The   spectral   images   taken   from   the   Olaszy   database 
(Illustration 17) only exhibit nasalization on the vowel, without the deletion of the nasal consonant, 
possibly   due   to   carefully   pronounced   speech.  Illustration   18  contains   my   analysis   of   the   featural 
representation of   the process   in   the  PSM. The nasal  coalescence   is  captured by  re­associating  the 
[nasal] feature to the C­manner of the vowel. 





































absence   of   the   labial   and   palatal   nasal,   i.   e.   the   process   of   denasalization   of   these   phonemes 
complements these findings in the samples of Bandi and Pisti. They systematically realize the labial 
nasal  as   the   labial  oral   stop  and   (Table  13)  Bandi  distorts   the  production  of   the  palatal  nasal  by 
denasalization as well. 
Table 10: Alveolar nasal in onset (all speakers)
UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
n n WIO18 nincs 'none' ∅ Feri
n n WIO nem 'no' ∅ Zoli
n n WMO19 csinál+ja 'do' 1/3 TR ∅ Misi
n n WIO nincs 'none' ∅ Pisti
n n WIO né(ni) addressing  an 
adult female
∅ Ákos






UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
m m WIO18 mesé+k+be 'in the tales' ∅ Feri





UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29




UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
ɲ ɲ WIO18 nyár+ba 'in   (the) 
summer'
∅ Feri
ɲ ɲː WMO19 eny+ém 'mine' LEN30 Zoli
Table 13: Denasalization of the labial nasal (B and P) 
UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
m b WFC20 állatom 'my animal' DN31 Bandi
m b WIO18 meleg 'warm' DN Bandi
m b WIO mi 'what' DN Pisti
m b WIO mindjárt 'soon' DN Pisti
Table 14: Denasalization of the palatal nasal (B)
UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
ɲ j WIO18 nyer+tek 'they won' DN31 Bandi
















cluster.   In   this   section,   I  use   the   term “nasal­consonant   cluster”  generally   to  nasal  processes   and 
“vowel­nasal­consonant sequence” more specifically to nasal coalescence,  since it  also involves the 





observed in nasal coalescence.  All  of  the modifications broaden the application range of  the nasal 
coalescence compared to nasal coalescence in Standard Hungarian. 























As   for  nasal  place  assimilation   (discussed   in  Section  4.2),   since  nasals   in  nasal­consonant 
clusters are realized as nasalizations on other segments, no nasal place assimilation can be observed. 
Tables between  Table 15,  Table 16,  Table 17  and  Table 18  detail  the speakers'  atypical productions 
sorted out by phonotactic environment (coda clusters, across syllables, morphemes and words). For the 




Hungarian   (cf.  Section  4.3).   In   the  speech samples  of   the   autistic   speech,  however,   all  nasals   are 
realized as nasalizations on the surrounding vowel and consonant. 
Table 15: Nasal coalescence in coda clusters
UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
int͡ʃ in̅̄̅t͡ʃ i͠ːt͜͠s CCL17 nincs 'none' COA24 Pisti
int͡s in̅̄̅t͡s i͠ːt͜s͠ CCL Lőrinc male name COA Zoli
omb o͠ːb̃ CCL gomb ’button’ COA Misi









UR11 SR12 ASR27 PhE13 Sample28 Gloss PhP14 Speaker29
ɒng ɒŋg ɒ͠ːg͂ SCL21 hang+ja ’his/her 
voice’
COA24 Misi
ong oŋg o͠ːg̃ SCL korong+om 'my disc' COA Feri
ɛng ɛŋg ɛ͠ː g͂ SCL tenger+be 'into the sea' COA Bandi
und u͠ːd͂ SCL Grundi(g) brand name COA Pisti
Table 17 shows nasal coalescence across morpheme boundary. The two examples contain palatal 
nasals.  The adult   speech pattern  is   identical   to   the underlying  form (cf.  Section  4.3).  The autistic 
realization again conforms to nasal coalescence. 
Table 17: Nasal coalescence across morpheme boundary
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øɲvj ø͠ːb͂ː MCL könyv+jelző 'book­marker' COA Bandi
Table 18  includes examples of nasal coalescence across word boundary. In the first case, the 
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ɛnb ɛmb ɛ͠ːb̃ WCL22 tükör+ben  #  B   
alázs
B.   (name)   'in 
the mirror'
COA24 Misi
int͡ʃt in̅̄̅t͡ʃ i͠ːt̃ WCL nincs#több 'no more' COA Feri
Illustration  20  is  a   feature  geometric   summary of  nasal  coalescence   in  autistic  speech.  For 
convenience, the place nodes are placed above, the manner nodes are placed below their segments. The 
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omt͡ʃ on̅t͡ʃ MCL15 Tom+csi T.   male 
name DIM 
POA16 Ákos
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ont oɲc SCL21 csont+ok 'bone' PL BAC34 Bandi
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ønv øɱv ømː MCL15 kölcsön+vehe
t+em
'can I borrow' COA24 Feri











Misi nasal coalescence 13 100
Bandi nasal coalescence 4 80
backing 1 20
Pisti nasal coalescence 5 100
Zoli nasal coalescence  2 100
Ákos  nasal place assimilation 1 100























triggers   and   undergoes   voicing   assimilation   in   every   phonotactic   environment   unless   a   pause 
intervenes. Sonorants do not participate in voicing assimilation. 
The outcome of voicedness is determined by the rightmost member in the cluster (regressive 
assimilation).   It   is  operative  across  morpheme  and  word  boundaries   (see  Table   23  and  Table   24, 
spectrograms in Illustration 21). The examples in Table 25 show the iterativity of voicing assimilation 
(related spectrograms in Illustration 22). 
Table 23,  Table 24  and  Table 25  each contain a pair of examples. The first entry shows the 
voicing   and   the   second   entry   the   devoicing   in   voicing   assimilation   in   order   to   illustrate   the 
symmetricity of bidirectionality of voicing assimilation. 
Table 23  is an example for voicing assimilation across morpheme boundary. The first entry 
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pd p̌d MCL15 nép+dal 'folk song' VA36
bt b̥t MCL dob+tető 'drum top' VA






Table 24  shows voicing assimilation across word boundary.  In parallel   to  the entries of  the 
previous   table,   the   first   entry   provides   an   example   of   voicing   and   the   second   is   an   example   of 
devoicing. The voiceless + voiced cluster in the second entry comes out as voiced + voiced on the 
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pɈ p̌Ɉ WCL22 kap#gyógyszert 's/he get medicine' VA
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stb s̬t̬b MCL15 búza+liszt+ből 'from wheat flour' VA
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vt v̥t MCL15 év+től 'from the year' VA
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hd hd SCL21 ahda nonsense word ∅












value of the rightmost member in an obstruent cluster (again, cf.  Table 23,  Table 24  for 
examples and Illustration 21 for spectrograms).
 
I   have   also   shown   that   the   voicing   assimilation   is   iterative.   (see  Table   23  and  Table   24, 
spectrograms   in  Illustration  22).  However,   there   are   two  exceptions   to   the  process.   /v/  undergoes 




















Developmental   and   non­developmental   devoicing   processes   are   kept   separate.   Non­
developmental processes are shown in  Table 28  and  Table 29, (devoicing in onset positions) and in 
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b b̥ WIO18 Barnus male name DV35 Feri
b b̥ WIO Botond male name DV Feri
d d̥ WIO de 'yet' DV Feri
d d̥ WIO doboz 'box' DV Feri
g g̊ WIO Gergő male name DV Feri
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b b̥ WMO19 doboz 'box' DV35 Feri
d d̥ WMO madar+ak 'bird' PL DV Feri
g g̊ WMO Gergő male name DV Feri
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zd z̥d̥ MCL15 csúz+da 'slide' DV35 Feri
zd z̥d̥ MCL csúz+dáz+ta
m
'I   played   on 
the slide'
DV Feri
zː z̥ː MCL kérd+ez+zek '(what)   I   ask' 
IND
DV Feri
rb rb̥ MCL nyár+ba 'in   (the) 
summer'
DV Feri
ɲvr v̥͠r MCL könyv+re 'on   (the) 
book'
DV Feri











Ɉm Ɉ̊m MCL egy+más 'other' DV Feri
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channel)
kb k̬b kb̥ MCL mesé+k+be 'in the tales' DV Feri
dn d̚n t: MCL tud+nád 'you could' DV Feri
Coda devoicing is a developmental process, thus expected from child language (cf. Bowen 1998 
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d d̥ WFC20 tud+nád 'you could' DV35 Feri
z z̥ WFC doboz 'box' DV Feri
z f WFC ez#itt 'this here' DV Feri
Ɉ Ɉ̊ WFC vagy '(you) are' DV Feri
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nd nd̥ CCL17 Botond male name DV35 Feri




expected.  Misi,  however,  devoices all  obstruents  in all  of  the four entries.  Note the fronting of  the 
palato­alveolar /ʃ/ in the second entry. 
Table 34: Devoicing across word boundary (only M)
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kb ǩb kb̥ WCL22 rak+juk  #  b  e ’let’s   put   it 
inside’
DV35 Misi
ʃv sv̥ WCL ügyes  #  v  ol+t ’that   was 
clever/skilful’
DV Misi
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d d̥̥ WFC20 elő+vesz+ed ’you take it 
out for me’
DV35 Misi
ɟ ɟ̊ WFC egy ’one’ DV Misi
z z̥ WFC ez ’this’ DV Misi
d d̥̥ WFC el+kap+od ’you catch it’ DV Misi






g g̊ WFC ég 'burn' V DV Misi
z c WFC ez ’this’ DV Misi
With the exception of Bandi, plus the abovementioned participants Feri and Misi,   the other 
speakers exhibit only developmental devoicing patterns (i.e. devoicing in the word­final coda). These 
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Speakers Feri,  Misi  and Bandi  and produce unusual,  non­developmental  devoicing patterns. 
Feri's speech contains the most non­developmental examples. He devoices not just in word­initial and 















Speaker OCL WIO18 WMO19 CCL17 WMC WFC20 SCL21 MCL15 WCL22
Ákos 1
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Table 39  shows  the second example of non­developmental  voicing in   the speech sample of 
Bandi. The alveolar plosive gets voiced in the word final coda cluster, preceded by a sonorant. 
Table 39: Voicing in coda cluster (only B)
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two  remarks   immediately come  to  mind.  First,  voicing   is  not  a  dominant  process   for  none of   the 









Speaker OCL38 WIO18 WMO19 CCL17 WMC39 WFC20 SCL21 MCL15 WCL22
Misi 1 1
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zt z̥t tː CCL17 ez+t 'that' ACC VA36 Bandi
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Ɉh Ɉ̊h d̥h MCL15 hogy+ha 'in case'  VA36 Feri
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zt z̥t tː MCL megáz+tat+
ok
’you   got   wet 
in the rain’
VA Misi




final   coda  devoicing  would  yield   identical   forms   to   the  adult  ones,   it   cannot  be  determined  with 
certainty whether it is a developmental context­sensitive devoicing, true voicing assimilation or mixture 









entry.   In   the   fifth   row,   the  alveolar  plosive   in   the  coda   is  unreleased  and   the  preceding   liquid   is 
distorted.  In  the last  row,  there  is  also cluster  simplification apart  from devoicing (i.e.   the bilabial 
plosive is not realized in the CCC cluster). 
Table 44: Voicing assimilation across word boundary
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Ɉsk Ɉ̊sk Ɉ̊sk WCL egy#skorpió+
nak
'as a scorpion'  VA Bandi
ɟt ɟ̊̊t tː WCL egy   #  t ükör+b
en
'in a mirror' VA Misi
gk g̊k g̊k WCL beteg+ség(et
)#  kap+t+
(am)
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ldf ld̥f jd̥̚f WCL emel+d  #  f öl 'lift it up' IMP VA Misi
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Speaker OCL38 CCL17 SCL21 MCL15 WCL22
Misi 5 4




































































(c)  analyses  of  both  typical  and ASD nasal  processes  in   the Parallel  Structures 
Model.
 




Some  researchers  have  concluded   that   autistic   language   is  not  markedly  different   from  the 
typical one, although it may be delayed or, to some extent, it displays similarities with developmental 
disorders   (Tager­Flusberg   1981;   Paul   1987;   Lord   et   al   1997;   Rapin   and   Dunn   2003).   Following 
Gathercole and Baddeley (1990), who argued that phonological working memory skills might be the 





























in   every   phonotactic   position   in   every   participant's   speech   (cf.   findings   of  4.4.1).   Second,   the 
production of nasals in clusters was also found atypical. Considering vowel­nasal­consonant sequences, 
nasal coalescence is found to be the most frequent phenomenon. As detailed in Table 22, five out of six 
informants   demonstrate   nasal   coalescence   when   realizing   nasal­consonant   clusters,   three   of   them 
unanimously and two with a relatively high occurrence rate (57% and 80%).  





every obstruent   that   is   in  a  cluster   is   realized as  devoiced,   regardless  of  position and neighboring 
segments. As mentioned, voicing is not a prominent phonological process in neither of the speakers' 
speech samples and in neither phonotactic positions (summarized in Table 41).
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nt ɲc SCL21 csont+ok 'bone' PL BAC34 Bandi
tːv kː WCL22 ott#van 'there it is' BAC Zoli
z c WFC20 ez#val+ó ’this fits’ BAC Misi
Ɉd gː WFC hagy+d 'leave it' IMP BAC Zoli
n-p-p t-t-t WMO19 na(gy)+papa ’grandpa’ BAC Ákos
















ɒ-ɒ-eː o-o-eː NUC Kata#né(ni) addressing  an 
adult female
CEN Ákos
ɒ-ɒ-ɒ o-o-o NUC na(gy)+papa ’grandpa’ CEN Ákos
ɒ-ɒ ɒ-o NUC az#anya ’the mother’ CEN Ákos
ɒ-ɒ o-o NUC45 papa ’grandpa’ CEN46 Ákos
ɒ o NUC az+t 'that' ACC CEN Pisti
ɛ-ɒ-o ɛ-o-o NUC nem#ad+om 'I don't give it 
(to you)'
CEN Zoli
ɒ-io o-io NUC kamion 'lorry' CEN Zoli
ɒ-ɒ-ɒ ɒ-o NUC hagy+d#ab+
ba
'FORp it' IMP CEN Zoli
ɒ-ɒ o-o NUC rajta 'on that' CEN Zoli
ɒ o NUC szia inf. greeting CEN Zoli
aː ɒː NUC ház+ikó house DIM CEN Zoli
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omb o͠ːb̃̚ CCL gomb ’button’ COA Misi
lj jː lʲ CCL17 figyel+j 'listen' IMP COA Misi
int͡ʃ in̅̄̅t͡ʃ i͠ːt͜͠s CCL nincs 'none' COA Pisti
nk ŋk k̃ː CCL tapsol+u(nk) 'we clap' COA Pisti
pn p̃ː MCL kap+ni 'to get' COA Bandi
øɲvj ø͠ːb͂ː MCL könyv+jelző 'book­marker' COA Bandi
gn g̃ː MCL15 meg+néz+het
+jük
'we   can   have 
a look at it'
COA Bandi
ʃtr ʃ͢ MCL test+rész 'body part' COA Feri
nv ɱv mː MCL kölcsön+vehe
t+em
'can I borrow' COA Feri
lj jː lʲ MCL talál+ja 'find   (out)' 
IMP
COA Feri
















lj jː lʲ MCL csinál+ja 'do' 1/3 TR COA Misi
zt z̥t ʃ NUC az+t 'that' ACC COA Pisti
pr t OCL38 próbál+d 'try' IMP COA Bandi
ɛng ɛŋg ɛ͠ː g͂ SCL tenger+be 'in the sea' COA Bandi
ong oŋg o͠ːg̃ SCL korong+om 'my disc' COA Feri
dv d̃ SCL udvarra 'to the yard' COA Feri
int i͠ːt͂ SCL palacsinta ’pancake’ COA Misi
ong oŋg o͠ːg͂ SCL zongorá+(d) 'your piano' COA Misi
ɒng ɒŋg ɒ͠ːg͂ SCL hang+os+an ’loudly’ COA Misi
omp o͠ːp͂ SCL sorompó ’pike, barrier’ COA Misi
ɒng ɒŋg ɒ͠ːg͂ SCL hang+ja ’his/her 
voice’
COA Misi
ps-nk ps-ŋk k̃ː SCL tapsol+u(nk) 'we clap' COA Pisti
indj iɲɈ i͠ːɈ͂ SCL mindjárt 'soon' COA Pisti
und u͠ːd͂ SCL Grundi(g) brand name COA Pisti
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tr kː SCL metró 'underground' COA Zoli
int͡ʃt in̅̄̅t͡ʃ i͠ːt̃ WCL nincs#több 'no more' COA Feri
tj cː WCL kicsit #  j átsz+
hat+sz
'play a bit'  COA Misi





nb mb b̃ WCL tükör+ben  #  B   
alázs
'Balázs   (male 
name)   in   the 
mirror'
COA Misi
ɒnb ɒ͠ːb̃ WCL van  #  b  enn+e ’(sth) IS 
inside’
COA Misi
omv oɱv o͠ːṽ WCL ad+om   #  v  issz
a
’I   give   it 
back’
COA Misi
ɛmb ɛ͠ːb̃ WCL nem   #   
beszél+get+e
k
’I   am   not 
talking’
COA Misi
tːv tːv/tv pː WCL ott#van 'there it is' COA Zoli
tːv tːv/tv kː WCL ott#van 'there it is' COA Zoli
mt p͂ WCL nem#tudom 'I don't know' COA Zoli
ɛnd ɛ͠ː b̃ WFC rend+ben 'alright' COA Feri
int͡s in̅̄̅t͡s i͠ːt͜͠s WFC Lőrinc male name COA Zoli
v-g b-b WIO47 vége  'finish' n.  COA Ákos
m-k b̃-k̬̃ WIO mi+k 'what' pl.  COA Bandi
t͡ʃ-z s-z̥ WIO csúz+dáz+ta
m
'I   played   on 
the slide'
COA Feri
t͡ʃ-z s-z̥ WIO csúz+dáz+ta
m
'I   played   on 
the slide' 
COA Feri
Ɉ-n d͂-n WMO Bugyi+n 'in B.' (village 
name)
COA Bandi
d-n-v-r d-n-d͂-r WMO denevér 'bat' COA Feri
pj p͡j MCL meg+harap+
ja
'it bites it' COA  Misi
Ɉj Ɉː dʲ MCL hagy+ja+(d) 'leave it' IMP COA  Zoli
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t͡sh t͡sh t͡s MCL játsz+
(h)at+ok
’I can play’ DEL Misi
ʃh  s MCL vitorlá+s+
(h)ajó
’sailing boat’ DEL Misi
rh rh jː MCL kér+(h)et+ek ’I can ask’ DEL Misi
gh g̊h g̊ MCL meg+
(h)arap+ja
’(it) bites it’ DEL Misi
ɒ-ɒ-ɒ ɒ-o NUC hagy+d  ab+
(ba)
'stop it' IMP DEL Zoli
dst d̥st ʃt SCL ró(d)sztá(r) 'roadstar' 
brand name
DEL Pisti
kdm kd̬m km WCL rak(d)#már  'put, please' DEL Bandi
gh g̊h g̊ WCL egy#még#( h  )
iány+z+ik






WFC tessé(k) 'please' DEL Ákos
WFC volt+á(l) 'you were' DEL Ákos
WFC ügye(s) ’skilful’ DEL Ákos
WFC rá+csapo(k) ’I hit on it’ DEL Ákos
WFC a(z)+za(l) ’with that’ DEL Ákos












WFC szék+e(n) 'on the chair' DEL Pisti




Ɉd dː WFC ha(gy)+d 'leave it' IMP DEL Zoli
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WFC o(tt) 'there' DEL Zoli




WFC a(z) a(z) 'that is the ()' DEL Zoli






WFC bocsána(t) 'sorry' DEL Zoli
WIO (h)ol#va(n) 'where is it' DEL Feri
WIO (h)ova 'where' DEL Pisti
ɲ - WMO verse(ny)
+autó
'racing car' DEL Bandi
zt z̥t ʝ̊t MCL ez+t 'this' ACC DIS49 Feri
rː rj MCL ar+ra 'that way' DIS Pisti
zt z̥t ʃ NUC az+t 'that' ACC DIS Pisti
ʃt ʃ͢  t SCL test+es 'body' ADJ DIS Feri
ʃ ʃ͢s WFC és 'and' DIS Bandi
z f WFC ez#itt 'this here' DIS Feri
ʃ s͢͡ʃ WFC is 'too' DIS Feri
n m WFC oldal+on 'on (the) side' DIS Feri
t͡ʃ-z ɵ-z̥ WIO a#csúz+da 'the slide' DIS Feri
ɒr aː WMC markoló+t 'crane' ACC DIS Pisti
r j WMO kér+ek 'I ask' DIS Bandi
lː rː WMO sellő 'mermaid' DIS Bandi
z ʝ WMO igazi 'real' DIS Feri
l r WMO oldal+on 'on (the) side'  DIS Feri
l r WMO oldal+on 'on (the) side'  DIS Feri
s s͢ʃ WMO köszönöm 'thank you' DIS Zoli
j l WMO hajó+t 'ship' ACC DIS Zoli
m b WFC állatom 'my animal' DN31 Bandi
ɲ j WIO nyer+tek 'they won' DN Bandi
49 Distortion
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m b WIO mi 'what' DN Bandi
m b WIO meleg 'warm' DN Bandi
n d WIO nem#tud+ott 's/he couldn't' DN Pisti
m b WIO mindjárt 'soon' DN Pisti
m b WIO mi 'what' DN Pisti
nd nd̥ CCL Botond male name DV35 Feri
sb sb̬ sb̥ MCL kis+baba 'small baby' DV Bandi
dn d̚n t: MCL tud+nád 'you could' DV Feri
Ɉm Ɉ̊m MCL egy+más 'other' DV Feri
kb kb̬ kb̥ MCL mesé+k+be 'in the tales' DV Feri















ɲvr v̥͠r MCL könyv+re 'on   (the) 
book'
DV Feri
rb rb̥ MCL nyár+ba 'in   (the) 
summer'
DV Feri
zː z̥ː MCL kérd+ez+zek '(what)   I   ask' 
IND
DV Feri
zd z̥d̥ MCL csúz+dáz+ta
m
'I   played   on 
the slide'
DV Feri
zd z̥d̥ MCL csúz+da 'slide' DV Feri
gh g̊h g̊ MCL meg+harap+
ja
’(it) bites it’ DV Misi
zt z̥t tː MCL megáz+tat+
ok
’you got wet’ DV Misi










zv cf WCL ez  #  v  al+ó ’this fits’ DV Misi
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ɟm ɟ̊m WCL egy   #  m   ég ’one  still’ DV Misi
kb g̊b kb̥ WCL rak+juk  #  b  e ’let’s   put   it 
inside’
DV Misi
ʃv sv̥ WCL ügyes  #  v  ol+t ’that   was 
clever/skilful’
DV Misi
zl z̥l WCL ez  #  l e+es+ett ’this   has 
fallen down’
DV Misi
zm z̥m WCL ez  #  m   otor ’this bike’ DV Misi










zv ɟ̊v̥ WCL ez  #  v  al+ó ’this fits’ DV Misi
z z̥ WFC doboz 'box' DV Ákos
d d̥ WFC tudod 'you can' DV Feri
Ɉ Ɉ̊ WFC vagy '(you) are' DV Feri
z f WFC ez#itt 'this here' DV Feri
z z̥ WFC doboz 'box' DV Feri
d d̥ WFC tud+nád 'you could' DV Feri
d d̥̥ WFC el+kap+od  #   ’you catch it’ DV Misi








g g̊ WFC ég 'burn' V DV Misi
dː d̥ː WFC ad+d 'give' IMP DV Pisti
z z̥ WFC ez 'this' DV Zoli
zz zː z̥ WFC vigyáz+z 'beware' DV Zoli
b b̥ WIO Barnus male name DV Feri
b b̥ WIO Botond male name DV Feri
d d̥ WIO de 'yet' DV Feri
d d̥ WIO doboz 'box' DV Feri
g g̊ WIO Gergő male name DV Feri
z z̥ WIO zöld 'green' DV Feri
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b b̥ WMO doboz 'box' DV Feri
d d̥ WMO madar+ak 'bird' PL DV Feri
g g̊ WMO Gergő male name DV Feri
Ɉ Ɉ̊ WMO nagyon 'very' DV Feri
zt z̥t tː MCL az+t 'that' ACC FOR50 Pisti
z c WFC ez  #  v  al+ó ’this fits’ FOR Misi
v-g b-b WIO vége  'finish' n.  FOR Ákos





s t͡s WIO szia inf. greeting FOR Ákos
h p WIO húsz 'twenty' FOR Bandi
v b WIO valami 'something' FOR Feri
f p͡f WIO fa 'wooden' FOR Feri
s t͡s WIO szét+es+ett ’it   has   fallen 
apart’
FOR Misi
s t WIO szomorú ’sad’ FOR Misi
s t͡s WIO szia ’greeting’ 
INF
FOR Misi





f p͡f WIO fa ’tree’ FOR Misi
t͡ʃ t WIO csillag+ot ’star’ ACC FOR Misi
v b WIO vezet+ő 'driver' FOR Pisti
s t WIO szék+e(n) 'on the chair' FOR Pisti
v b WIO vigyáz+z 'beware' FOR Zoli
s t͡s WIO szia inf. greeting FOR Zoli
s t͡c WMC viszlá(t) inf. farewell FOR Zoli





f p WMO elefá(nt+os) ’elephant’+ 
adj. marker
FOR Ákos
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t͡ʃ t WMO mi+csoda 'what' FOR Feri
sː tː WMO le+vesz+szük 'we   take   (it) 
down'
FOR Pisti
t͡ʃ t WMO bocsána(t) 'sorry' FOR Zoli
Ɉh Ɉ̊h d̥h MCL hogy+ha 'in case'  FRO51 Feri
Ɉf Ɉ̊f d̪̊f MCL nagy+fiú 'big boy' FRO Feri
ʃh s MCL vitorlá+s+ha
jó
’sailing boat’ FRO Misi
gʃ sː MCL beteg+ség(et
)
'disease' FRO Misi
Ɉj Ɉː dʲ MCL hagy+ja+(d) 'leave it' IMP FRO Zoli
o i NUC vacsorá+n 'at dinner' FRO Feri
eː eː iː NUC béké+n 'alone' lit. 'in 
peace'
FRO Zoli
ʃː s SCL tessé(k) ’please’ FRO Ákos
t͡ʃk t͡sk SCL macska 'cat' FRO Bandi
pt͡ʃ t͡sː SCL be+kapcs+ol
+hat+om
’I   can   turn   it 
on’
FRO Misi
t t͡ʃ t͡ʃː t͡s WCL mi+t#csinál ’what   is   it 
doing’
FRO Misi
ʃ s WCL ügyes#vol+t ’that   was 
skilful’
FRO Misi
ɲ n WFC bizony 'sure' FRO Pisti
k-t t-t WIO Kata#né(ni) addressing  an 
adult female
FRO Ákos
t͡ʃ t͡s WIO csak 'only, yet' FRO Bandi
h p WIO húsz 'twenty' FRO Bandi
t͡ʃ t͡s WIO csinál+ni 'to do' FRO Feri
t͡ʃ t͡s WIO csak 'only' FRO Feri
t͡ʃ t͡s WIO csillag+ot ’star’ ACC FRO Misi
t͡ʃ t͡s WIO csoki+t ’chocolate’ 
trunc. ACC 
FRO Misi
Ɉ d WIO ügye(s) 'skilful' FRO Zoli
Ɉ d WMO ügye(s) ’skilful’ FRO Ákos
Ɉ d WMO Bugyi+n 'in B.' (village  FRO Bandi
51 Fronting
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name)
t͡ʃ t͡s WMO vacsorá+n 'at dinner' FRO Feri
t͡ʃ t͡s WMO macska 'cat' FRO Feri
n m WMO ugyan+ilyen 'same kind' FRO Feri
c tj WMO kutya 'dog' FRO Feri
t͡ʃ t͡s WMO becsukj(a) 's/he closes it'  FRO Pisti
k t WMO szék+e(n) 'on the chair' FRO Pisti
c t WMO kutyus 'dog' DIM FRO Pisti
k t WMO oké 'OK' FRO Zoli
cʃ t͡s WMO kicsi+t  ’small’ ACC FRO  Misi
u-o u-u NUC bele+ugr+ok 'I jump in' HEI52 Bandi
eː iː NUC méter+ű (AS: 
méter+es)
'meter' adj. HEI Bandi
eː i NUC foly+ékony 'liquid' ADJ HEI Feri
e: iː NUC én 'I' HEI Feri
o-o-uː u-u-uː NUC szomorú 'sad' HEI Misi
eː iː NUC szét+es+ett ’it   has   fallen 
apart’
HEI Misi
oː u NUC való 'is' HEI Pisti
oː u NUC ródsztá(r) 'roadstar' 
brand name
HEI Pisti
oː uː NUC gyógyít+ás+s
al
'with cure' HEI Zoli
ɒ-o-ɒ ɒ-u-ɒ NUC add#oda 'give that' HEI Zoli
olya[ma]t 'that   kind' 
ACC
INS53 Feri
ɒutoːt oːtoːtoː NUC autót[ó] 'car' ACC INS Zoli
NUC doktor[ó] 'doctor' INS Zoli
eɒ ejɒ WIO ide#[j]a 'here on the 
(sofa)'
INS Zoli
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kør kjøj WMO tükör+ben ’in (a) mirror’ INS Misi
n-zt n-z̥t n-z̥͠t MCL meg+néz+te 's/he   watched 
it'
LDA54 Bandi
dv-nts͡-m mː-t͜͠͠s-m MCL kedvenc+em 'favourite' 
POSS 
LDA Feri
lː-r rː-r WFC kell#kérni 'have to ask' LDA Feri
k-s s-s WIO kész ’ready' LDA Ákos
n-p-p t-t-t WIO na(gy)+papa ’grandpa’ LDA Ákos
m-k b̃-k̬̃ WIO mi+k 'what' pl.  LDA Bandi
v-t t-t WIO vonat+os 'train' ADJ LDA Feri
r-s r-r WIO szeret+nél#se
llő
'would   you 
(like  to  be  a) 
mermaid'
LDA Feri
r-l r-r WIO szeret+nél#se
llő#lenni
'would   you 
like   to   be   a 
mermaid'
LDA Feri
l-tr r-tr WIO létra 'ladder' LDA Feri
l-b b-b WIO Lőri(nc)#bá(
csi)+nak
'to   L.   B.'   an 
adult male
LDA Pisti
l-r j-j WIO Lőrinc#bácsi addressing   a 
male adult
LDA Zoli
t-m t̃-m WMC örül+t+em 'I was glad' LDA Bandi
s-ø s-j t͡s-t͡s WMO szi+ja inf. greeting LDA Ákos
k-f k-f k-k WMO ki+fog+ták 'they   have 
caught it'
LDA Bandi
g-n g̃ WMO igen 'yes' LDA Bandi
t͡ʃ-z ɵ-z̥ WMO csúz+da 'slide' LDA Feri
v-m m-m WMO nev+em+et 'my   name' 
ACC
LDA Feri
v-b b-b WMO oviba 'kindergarten' 
LOC 
LDA Feri
r-ln n-n WMO le+merül+ni 'to dive' LDA Feri
r-lː r-rː WMO szeret+nél#se
llő
'would   you 
(like  to  be  a) 
mermaid'
LDA Feri
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m-t-t-m t-t-t-m WMO meg+mutat+
om
'I show it' LDA Feri
m-b m-m WMO Moby name   (Moby 
Dick) 
LDA Feri
d-n-v-r d-n-d͂-r WMO denevér 'bat' LDA Feri
v-d d-d WMO olvas+d#el 'read it' IMP LDA Pisti
v-d d-d WMO olvas+d#el 'read it' IMP LDA Pisti
r-b b-b WMO Lőri(nc)#bá(
csi)+nak
'to   L.   B.'   an 
adult male
LDA Pisti
m-d m-m WMO mi+csoda 'what' LDA Pisti
Ɉ-r Ɉ-Ɉ WMO gyere 'come   (here)' 
IMP
LDA Pisti
mt-d p͂-p WMO nem#tudom 'I don't know' LDA Zoli
l-r l-l WMO Lőrinc male name LDA Zoli
m mː WFC nem#ad+om 'I don't give it 
(to you)'
LEN30 Zoli
ɲ ɲː WMO eny+ém 'mine' LEN Zoli
n nː WMO néni addressing   a 
female adult
LEN Zoli
rl-r rː-l WCL fehér#ló+ra 'on   (a)   white 
horse'
MET55 Feri
n-v v-n WIO narvál 'narwhal' MET Bandi




gj jː MCL ki+farag+ják 'they carve it' MOA56 Feri
o-ɒ-ɛ-ɛ-ɛ o-ɒ-ø-ø-ø NUC ott#a#tete+je ’there   is   the 
top of it’
MOA Ákos
ɛ-eː ɛ-ɛ NUC tessé(k) ’please’ MOA Ákos
eː-i iː-i NUC néni addressing   a 
female adult
MOA Zoli
pt͡ʃ t͡sː SCL be+kapcs+ol
+hat+om
’I   can   turn   it 
on’
MOA Misi
g j SCL igen 'yes' MOA Misi
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tr tː SCL metró underground MOA Zoli







’well,   it   bites 
it’
MOA Misi
mt tː WCL nem#tud+ott 's/he couldn't' MOA Pisti
mv-n ɱv-n mː-m WFC neke+m#van 'I have' MOA Feri
mt tː WFC nem#tud+ott 's/he couldn't' MOA Pisti
l-r r-r WIO Lőrinc male name MOA Feri
nj ɲː nː WIO men+jek 'should I go' MOA Pisti
v n WMO felolvasod 'you   read   it 
out'
NAS57 Feri
l l̃ WMO felolvasod 'you   read   it 
out'
NAS Feri
l l̃̃ WMO vala+ki 'someone' NAS  Feri
l l̃ WMO talál+ja 'find   (out)' 
IMP
NAS  Feri
mt͡ʃ nt͡ʃ MCL Tom+csi T. male name 
DIM 
POA16 Ákos
gt g̊t tː MCL ki+fog+ták 'they   have 
caught it' 
POA Bandi
tk tː MCL követ+kez+ik 'next' v. POA Feri
gj jː MCL ki+farag+ják 'they carve it' POA Feri
dv-nts͡-m mː-t͜͠s-m MCL kedvenc+em 'favourite' 
POSS 
POA Feri
zt z̥t tː MCL megáz+tat+
ok
’you got wet’ POA Misi
tk kː MCL követ+kez+ik ’it is next’ v. POA Misi
pt tː MCL kap+t+(am) ’I caught’ POA Misi




gl dl MCL meg+lep+et
+és
’surprise’ POA Misi





pt͡ʃ t͡ʃː MCL rep+csi 'airplane'  POA Zoli
57 Nasalization
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DIM
pt͡ʃ t͡ʃː MCL rep+csi 'airplane' 
DIM
POA Zoli
ɛ-eː ɛ-ɛ NUC tessé(k) ’please’ POA Ákos
o-ɒ ɒ-ɒ NUC oda 'there' POA Pisti
ɒu-oː ɒː-uː NUC autó+t 'car' ACC POA Pisti
t-m t-n SCL hatalmas 'enormous' POA Feri
lv-ʃn n-ʃn SCL olvas+ni 'to read' POA Feri
kt tː SCL október+be 'in October' POA Feri
ʃt tː SCL este ’evening’ POA Misi
pt͡ʃ t͡sː SCL be+kapcs+ol
+hat+om
’I   can   turn   it 
on’
POA Misi
g j SCL igen 'yes' POA Misi
g d SCL igen 'yes' POA Misi
ʒg gː SCL meg+vizsgál
+ni
'to examine' POA Pisti
ʒg gː SCL meg+vizsgál
+ni
'to examine' POA Pisti
sd sd̬ dː SCL olvas+d#el 'read it' IMP POA Pisti
kt tː SCL doktor 'doctor' POA Pisti
kt tː SCL doktor[ó] 'doctor' POA Zoli
nm mː WCL én#meg+mon
d+om
'I tell it' POA Feri
ɟt ɟ̊t tː WCL egy   #  t ükör+b
en
'in a mirror' POA Misi
mv-n mː-m WFC neke+m#van 'I have' POA Feri
b-n b-b͂ WFC rend+ben 'alright' POA Feri
k-s s-s WIO kész ’ready' POA Ákos





d-f b-f WIO delfin 'dolphin' POA Bandi
v-t t-t WIO vonat+os 'train' ADJ POA Feri
nj ɲː nː WIO men+jek 'should I go' POA Pisti
l-b b-b WIO Lőri(nc)#bá(
csi)+nak
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l-r j-j WIO Lőrinc#bácsi addressing   a 
male adult
POA Zoli
s-ø s-j t͡s-t͡s WMO szi+ja inf. greeting POA Ákos
d-b-z d-d-s WMO doboz 'box' POA Ákos
n-m m-m WMO köszönöm 'thank you' POA Bandi
k-f k-f k-k WMO ki+fog+ták 'they   have 
caught it'
POA Bandi
Ɉ d WMO dehogyis 'on   the 
contrary'
POA Bandi
n-m m-m WMO köszönöm 'thank you' POA Feri
m-t-t-m t-t-t-m WMO meg+mutat+
om
'I show it' POA Feri
d-n-v-r d-n-d͂-r WMO denevér 'bat' POA Feri
v-d d-d WMO olvas+d#el 'read it' IMP POA Pisti
r-b b-b WMO Lőri(nc)#bá(
csi)+nak
'to   L.   B.'   an 
adult male
POA Pisti
m-d m-m WMO mi+csoda 'what' POA Pisti
Ɉ-r Ɉ-Ɉ WMO gyere 'come   (here)' 
IMP
POA Pisti





’well,   it   bites 
it’
POA  Misi
oː u NUC ródsztá(r) 'roadstar' 
brand name
SHO58 Pisti
zz zː z SCL a(z)+za(l) ’with that’ SHO Ákos
ʃː s SCL tessé(k) 'please' SHO Ákos
tt tː t WCL ami(t)#te ’what   (rel.) 
you’
SHO Ákos
tː t WFC ott#a ’there   is   the 
(top of it)’
SHO Ákos
zː z̥ WFC vigyáz+z 'beware' SHO Zoli
dː d WFC add#oda 'give that' SHO Zoli
sː s WMO gyógyít+ás+s
al
'with cure' SHO Zoli
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r j MCL kér+het+ek ’I can ask’ SIM59 Misi
ɒu ɒː NUC autó+t 'car' ACC SIM Pisti
ɒu ɒ NUC autó 'car' SIM Pisti
e-y-øː e-u-oː NUC repülő 'airplane' SIM Zoli
ɒutoːt oːtoːtoː NUC autót 'car' ACC SIM Zoli
gr g OCL Grundi(g) brand name SIM Pisti
nt͡sb nt̬͡sb̬ d͜͠z42b WCL Lőrinc#bácsi addressing an 
adult male
SIM Misi
ldf ld̥f jt̚f WCL emel+d  #  f öl 'lift it up' IMP SIM Misi
r j WFC motor 'motorbike' SIM Misi
ʃ s WIO sajnál+om 'I'm sorry' SIM Zoli
r l WIO rep+csi 'airplane' 
DIM
SIM Zoli
r l WIO repülő 'airplane' SIM Zoli
l-r j-j WIO Lőrinc#bácsi addressing   a 
male adult
SIM Zoli
r j WMO szomorú 'sad' SIM Misi





r j WMO vacsorá+n 'at dinner' SIM  Feri
l-r- nts͡ n-n-t͜͠s WMO Lőrinc male name SIM  Feri
ɲ j WIO nyer+tek 'they won' SPI60 Bandi
t͡ʃk tk MCL halacs+ka 'fish' DIM FOR Pisti
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kjɒ ki NUC le+rak+j(a) 's/he   put   (it) 
down'
TRU Pisti
NUC becsukj(a) 's/he closes it'  TRU Pisti
WFC könyv ’book’ TRU Misi
ké(r+ek)  ’ask’ TRU  Ákos
ttm tm/
t̚m
mː WCL itt#mi ’here what’ URS62 Misi
tn tn/
t̚n
t̚n WCL mi+t#néz ’what is (s)he 
looking at’
URS Misi
ldf ld̥f jd̥̚f WCL emel+d   #  f öl 'lift it up' IMP URS Misi
t t̬ CCL siker+ül+t 'succeeded' V41 Bandi
fr f̬r OCL frizbi+z+tünk 'we   played 
with frisbee'
V Bandi










k k̬ WIO kér+e(d) 'you ask for it' V Zoli
k k̬ WMO farok+uszony
+a
'fluke' POSS V Feri
k k̬ WMO oda+rako+
(m)
’I put it there’ V Misi
k k̬ WMC rak  +   j uk#be ’let’s   put   it 
inside’
V  Misi
zt z̥t tː CCL ez+t 'that' ACC VA36 Bandi
zt z̥t ʝ̊t CCL ez+t 'this' ACC VA Feri
Ɉf Ɉ̊f d̪̊f MCL nagy+fiú 'big boy' VA Feri
Ɉh Ɉ̊h d̥h MCL hogy+ha 'in case'  VA Feri
zt z̥t tː MCL megáz+tat+
ok
’you   got   wet 
in the rain’
VA Misi
gs g̊ʃ sː MCL beteg+ség(et
)
'disease' VA Misi
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Ɉsk Ɉ̊sk Ɉ̊sk WCL egy#skorpió+
nak
'as a scorpion'  VA Bandi
gh g̊h g̊ WCL még  #   
hiány+z+ik
’still missing’ VA Misi
gk g̊k g̊k WCL beteg+ség(et
)#  kap+t+
(am)
’I   caught   a 
disease’
VA Misi
ɟt ɟ̊̊t tː WCL egy   #  t ükör+b
en
'in a mirror' VA Misi
ldf ld̥f jd̥̚f WCL emel+d  #  f öl 'lift it up' IMP VA Misi
nt͡sb nt͡s̬̬b d͜͠zb̃ WCL Lőrinc  #  b  ácsi addressing an 
adult male
VA Misi
bdk b̥d̥k d̥̥k WCL dobd#ki 'trash it' IMP VA Pisti
ɛl ɛː MCL fel+nőtt 'adult' VOC54 Feri
ɛg ɛː MCL meg+mutat+
om
'I show it' VOC Feri
ɔl ɔ: MCL be+kapcs+ol
+hat+om
’I   can   turn   it 
on’
VOC Misi
kjɒ ki MCL le+rak+j(a) 's/he   put   (it) 
down'
VOC Pisti
kj ki MCL be+csuk+j(a) 's/he closes it'  VOC Pisti
ol oː MCL vol+t 'was' VOC Zoli
aːl aːː SCL bálna 'whale' VOC Bandi
ol oː SCL olvas+ni 'to read' VOC Feri
ɒl ɒː SCL hatalmas 'enormous' VOC Feri
ɛp ɛː SCL lepke ’butterfly’ VOC Misi
ol oː SCL olvas+d#el 'read it' IMP VOC Pisti
ɛr ɛː SCL Energizer E. trademark VOC Pisti
ɒr ɒː SCL markolót 'crane' ACC VOC Pisti
ɒr ɒː SCL Marci+ka male   name 
DIM
VOC Zoli
yl yː WCL örül+t+em 'I was glad' VOC Bandi
ol oː WCL (h)ol#va(n) 'where is it' VOC Feri
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ɒhh ɒhh/h ɒː WCL ah+ho(z) ’to that’ VOC Misi
aːd aːː WFC zongorá+d ’your piano’ VOC Misi
oːt oːː WFC házikó+t 'hut' ACC VOC Zoli
ɛm ɛː WFC nem 'no' VOC Zoli
oro oːː WMO forog 'spin' VOC Zoli
ol oː SCL volt+á(l) 'you were' VOC  Ákos
or oː SCL le+fo  r  d+ít+j
a
'turn it down' VOC  Feri
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